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About This Software

Gravity Sketch is an intuitive 3D VR creation tool empowering you to unleash your creativity. Replicating the natural
experience of creating with your hands, you can no 5d3b920ae0
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Remove the monthly prices. It's a awful business model, especially in a early access! I like the base program but I already moved
to Microsoft's Maquette because of this subscribtion noncense money grabbing.. Basic version lacks too much, it looks like a
false advertisement when you watch a vid and decide to try it.

Beta version update : We have published a new beta version! Please download and play.. New beta version available : Today we
have updated the beta version of the game. We are already very close to the final, but we still have a lot of work to do! We
request those who are already involved in beta testing to play the game and leave your feedback! The game has changed
dramatically in comparison with previous versions. Those who are ready to take part in playtests please contact us via the
community message, we will provide the keys. Here is the list of new featuresin this version: 0. The long-awaited saving of the
game. 1. The player has now an antagonist - The Other Brotherhood. It has the same goals and objectives, it competes with you.
AI (artificial intelligence) plays for The Other Brotherhood. 2. The country has an AI government. The government improves
the welfare of the country by entering into military and trade unions, changing taxation and strength of the armies. The
government ensures that no unrest begins in the country, and therefore does not take unpopular decisions, on the contrary it tries
to get the support of the population. In the event of an unfavorable domestic political situation it tries to stabilize it. 3. In each
country, the Brotherhood has agents who inform the player about the actions of the government and the Other Brotherhood. The
actions of the Government and the Other Brotherhood can both interfere with the player or be useful. 4. The Great French
Revolution plot mission returned to the game. It contains historical and plot events. The goal of the mission is now not only in
the set of points on the victory scales, but also the passage of the plot. 5. Updated soundtrack and sounds in the game. 6.
Numerous interface improvements 7.. Backbone: Prologue The Lonesome Fog Good Company Wanted Killer VR SHOGUN:
Total War - Collection BRAIN / OUT Diamond Caves Secret Government New beta version available : We have updated the
beta version of the game. During last iteration, the main task was to demonstrate the future game model, based on already
existing mechanics. A new game loop scheme has been developed: the player performs quests and infiltrates into the institutions
to earn domination points the player invests points in the selected research research opens up policies for use by countries and
affects other mechanics the policies adopted by countries and the actions performed by the player (through the mechanics)
influence the values of the classes and their support of the ruling and opposition parties at a certain ratio of support to the ruling
and opposition parties, the player can make a revolution and change the political system in the country (which is the purpose of
the mission in the current plot mode) data on the situation in the world is shown to the player (which may be the purpose of a
mission in the free mode (free mode has not yet been implemented)) What is included in the version: The tree of ideas: the tree
of ideas that are in the air, the study of ideas, the discovery of new actions, quests, political regimes. The mechanism of values
and needs of different classes of society: the relationship of significance and satisfaction of the values of classes with party
policies, the influence of various game mechanics on modifiers to the level of satisfaction of values, the ability for the player to
influence them by performing actions Game mechanics updates and additions in connection with the mechanism of values and
policies: the ability to influence the level of mobilization, the allowances of the military, the volume of trade, etc. calculation of
public order mechanism change Creation of the policy change algorithm in the country and the dependence of the country's AI
logic on the policies chosen by the ruling party The output of information in the window of the world about the current
relationship in the world of policies in states and values.. New beta and new early access date : We have updated the beta version
of the game. The main and most important thing is that the release of the game in the early access was postponed to October
2019. We want to finalize the game to our original idea. In the coming days, we will publish a list of what will come into play at
the time of entry into early access. In this version: 1. New interface design of the main screen, game menu, other colors of the
map. 2. Processing of all filters (now they can be played). 3. New tutorial at the start of the game. 4. Reworked all atmospheric
texts, added text explaining the tasks of fraternity at the start of the game. 5. A division appeared on the plot and free game. 6.
In the story game added a list of all the missions that we plan to add to the full version of the game. 7. Ability to set the level of
difficulty in the free game 8. Cloud saves allow you to play from different computers under one account. 9. For most of the
interface elements added tips and hotkeys. 10. Added new music theme. 11. Mechanisms of riots / civil war / separatism have
returned to the game. 12. Updated map, finished sushi pieces. 13. Countries began to spend the treasury on the actions of the
government (now the country may not have enough money to spend). 14. A link has been made between public order and the
complexity of fraternity actions in the country. 15. The relationship of public order and economic processes of countries. 16. A
mechanism for the development of institutions 17. A link has been made between the level of the institution in countries and the
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effectiveness of the actions associated with it. 18. Quests become available for a limited time, disappear if not completed. 19.
Now it is possible to be implemented at several levels at once in institutions. 20. Changing the balance of resource extraction
fraternity 21. New mechanics of mobilization 22. Now it is possible to influence how much the military will maintain public
order, and how much to participate in wars. 23. Added new item of expenditure - the authority of the ruling party 24. Each
action has tags, quests have bonuses that affect actions with a specific tag. 25.. Beta version has been updated : Today the beta
version of the Secret Government game has been updated, the gameplay of internal politics has been added, the economy
gameplay has been improved.. New beta version available : Friends, we have published a new beta version of the Secret
Government game. We set a goal to make the game more interesting without adding new mechanics and it seems we did it. Here
is what has changed in the new version: 1. A "web of influence" appeared on the map. It shows how much you control the
countries and how your secret government is distributed on the map. 2. Information icons appeared on the main map and in the
filters. They are displayed when any parameters change in the game, either by themselves or thanks to you. Implemented for
changing relations between countries and awareness of the activities of fraternity. 3. The game has pop-up notifications that
inform about the completion of some part of the quest, the appearance of new quests on the map. 4. Improved usability of the
action selection interface. Now you need less clicks. 5. Added new quests on the mechanics of relationships / alliances / wars to
make the game more diverse. 6. On the map edded icons of intrusion to institutes. 7. There are a lot of improvements in the
mechanics of war, alliances and the whole game.
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